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Don’t change. Just improve:
MTU Series 1163 M04

We knew that changing the legendary 1163 M03 was not an option. So we went for
improving it. The features that made its predecessor so successful are still elementary
in the new 1163 M04.
But the difference lies in the economy.
The MTU Series 1163 stays what it has always been: a reliable companion on all your
missions. Not different. Just better.
SAME SAME ...
Footprint
Living up to its best-in-class reputation, the MTU Series 1163 M04
is based on the existing footprint of its predecessor with regard to
arrangement, dimensions and major mechanical interfaces.
Being interchangeable enables integration into your existing ship
designs without the need for signiﬁcant rearrangement of the
propulsion system.

Power-to-weight ratio
A propulsion system based on the MTU Series 1163 only weighs
about half as much as competitors’ systems with comparable
power output. Concerning the total weight of your ship, this
makes a remarkable difference: it enables high ship speed at
lower power.

Power density
The compact, powerful engines require less space than
competitive products and allow more space for important
payload.

Acceleration behavior
The MTU Series 1163 engines offer great performance reserves,
resulting in an excellent acceleration behavior as well as a high
ship agility.

Meeting emission legislation
A sensitive approach towards emissions and environmental
protection is a priority. The MTU Series 1163 M04 meets current
IMO II emission regulations.

Naval qualiﬁcation
Worldwide naval and governmental customers rely on the stateof-the-art technology that we have especially developed for their
applications in order to fulﬁll all the speciﬁc qualiﬁcations such
as shock, acoustic and electro-magnetic compatibility (EMC).

BUT BETTER:
Fuel consumption
Precision common rail injection systems are the key to
optimizing the essential engine performance. By precisely
matching the injected fuel to the required power, the fuel
consumption at partial and full load as well as the partial-load
behavior are optimized. A reduction of the fuel consumption
by 10% makes longer ranges possible.

Maintenance efforts
Low service requirements are yet another advantage of stateof-the-art common rail injection technology. Additionally,
the new LOP is easy to install and therefore offers improved
installation safety.

Total cost of ownership
100

Military vessels often operate at partial load – the area
for which the fuel consumption has been signiﬁcantly reduced.
Combined with the engine’s readiness for future emission
demands, this allows for a signiﬁcant cut-down in life-cycle
costs.
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